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The name Numidia was first applied by polybuis and other historians 

during the third century BC.

Numidia was an ancient Berber , self name (Amazigh) kingdom located in 

the region of North Africa in what is now Northern Algeria and parts of 

Tunisia and Libya.

And kingdom of Numidia was established as a client kingdom by Rome 

following the second punic War.

Actually the North African Berber kingdom of Numidia (202-40BCE)was 

originally inhabited by a Tribe known as the Masaesyli ,to the West and 

king name was Syphax, and a coalition of smaller Tribes known as the 

Massylii to the east and king name was Masinissa.



These Tribes were each ruled by their own king or chief. 

Both of these Tribes or federations were allied to Carthage 

during the second punic War(218-202BCE).

Their respective regions are referred to as "Kingdom” but 

it is unclear whether they were traditionally ruled by a 

king or a Tribe chief.

By the time of the second Punic War, a king ship had been 

established among the people of both regions.

The story of the Masaesyli and Massylii has been seen 

largely as a footnote in Roman history and unless 

excavations are encouraged in modern day North Africa.



( NUMIDIA JEWELRY AND CRAFTS:

The Numidia are known for Jewelry, weaving and leatherwork, all largely 
created by women, though men also produce decorative and functional 
object. A great deal of Numidia art included geometric shapes like 
traigles,lozenges,diamonds and abstracted eye and hand motifs.

Their Jewelry included Necklaces, Headdresses and bracelets using 
silver,coral,amber,cabachon-cut,gems of coral, semi precious 
stones,beads,coins and linked chain. In Berber culture coral was an esteemed. 
I mean held in great respect but expensive gemstone and red cabochons which 
were also used. So Their leather designs often used as saddles on camels.



And the most important thing which they used in their 

designs which is called Berber Symbols. In history 

Berber symbols found in weaving,tattos,jewelry designs 

of Numidia. And Traditionally most Berber jewelry was 

made from silver, a material valued for its resemblance 

to the color white which was often associated with 

purity.





• LEATHER SHEET

Because they used leather 
sheet as saddles on camel.

• BARBER SYMBOLS

These symbols found in 
weaving,jewelry,tattoos etc.

• NUMIDIAN EARRING

In which used different 
gemstones,silver,green and 
blue red enamel, coral.

• NUMIDIAN FIBULA

Known as TIZERAIS.Worn at 
the shoulder


